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Third in the world in 2015, HRC MXGP protagonist
Evgeny Bobryshev has flown across the world
and made a bigger commitment than ever to
succeed in Grand Prix. In the first of our two-part
‘Russian special’ we met the 27 year old in Menifee,
California to find out how the Honda star is
looking at one or two positions better for 2016…
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he grass outside Evgeny Bobryshev’s
rented house on a private estate in Menifee looks suspiciously green. It is January in California and while the burn of summer
is far away, the weather is still consistently
fine. Closer examination reveals the thatch of
turf to be disappointingly plastic. Inside the
abode and ‘Bobby’s’ wife Elena is keeping
small daughter Eva entertained in a residence
that the Russian family have commandeered
for the better part of two months and have
celebrated Christmas as well as welcomed the
new year. Evgeny is outside clearing the small
pool of leaves. Trainer Stephan Nüsser has
also been staying and guiding ‘777’ through a
strict new regime.
There seems very little that’s ‘fake’ or halfbaked about the whole set-up.
Bobryshev wears the expression and a demeanour of a man who has gone through
the mill to find new limits. The former MXGP
Grand Prix winner has always been a picture of
strength and formidability but this ‘2.0 version’
- relatively fresh from revalidating his potential
in the FIM World Championship thanks to a
solid but winless run in 2015 – is a statement
of intent for what should be his best push for
glory since 2011 and when the factory Honda
was a regular fixture at the front of motos in
the premier class.
The appointment of Nüsser (a former trainer of
Paul Cooper, Stephen Sword and Josh Coppins) is the first signal that Bobby wants to
add some silverware to his point-collecting
approach and enhance his resurrection as a
‘force’ in MXGP after three years perturbed by
injury. Relocating to California and temporarily
uprooting his family from their bases in Russia
and Holland was another gesture. In 2015 his
calm and progressive re-entry into the winner’s
circle (he scored four podium finishes) was a
counterpart to the high expectations and in-
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consistencies around teammate Gautier Paulin.
Avoiding injury and drama the likes of which
saw his left leg snapped by Clement Desalle in
Italy in 2014 was an important step for Bobby
who now has a positive base to build on for the
first time in four years.
Acquiring a tea kindly made by Nüsser’s other
half Lenny Karsmakers, we sat down around
a sturdy looking dining table to get Evgeny’s
evaluation on his progress and prep. After
Paulin’s experiences in 2015 and the fact that
Honda claimed just one Grand Prix win there
are questions hovering over the competiveness of the CRF450RW to dethrone Febvre’s
Yamaha, tackle Cairoli on a fettled KTM 450SXF, Desalle on the new Kawasaki KX450F, Nagl’s
FC450 and the Strijbos-Townley dynamic on
the Suzuki RM-Z450. With the Frenchman
working mainly on the east coast with Aldon
Baker and Bobryshev pounding the miles out
west, the two Honda athletes are leaving little
in doubt for their respective pushes this term.
Knowing Paulin’s capabilities ‘21’ is always
going to be a threat over a weekend and then
through the course of eighteen but having seen
the depths of Bobby’s structure and commitment then it hard not to think Gautier will be
glancing over his shoulder again and that fans
will not have to look beyond the red Honda
camp for a dark horse in 2016.
OK, so explain the thinking behind being in
the U.S. for two months?
…and with Stephan! I decided to make a
change. For many years I’ve been based in Sardinia during the winter and I was getting bored
with the tracks. So a new place and good
weather. The tracks are a bit flat here but you
can ride and cycle every day and use some of
the mountains for performance training. It has
been working well.
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After a few dodgy years without much luck
how did it feel to get to the end of 2015 and
seal third place in the world?
Like you say I had a tough time with injuries.
One of which was my mistake and the one from
2014 was not my fault. I took a different view of
the races last year and was calmer and steady. I
wanted to keep going all season and not rush. It
worked well but the problem was at the beginning it was difficult for me to get ‘into’ the races
because I’d been out of proper competition for
seven months. I was struggling and lost some
points. By the end of the year I was thankful
things had gone well and I was getting back to
my level. Now I can finally prepare in a good
way for 2016. There was no big ‘drop-down’ in
my career because of injury. I can feel my potential is in reach when it comes to riding style
and the physical side.

ries and developing the bikes. I couldn’t make
a proper year. I knew I could be ‘there’ but the
weekends didn’t really come. Mentally it was
tough to go through year after year like that and
I was low. I just kept looking ahead because I
believed it would come good again. Last year
was better than 2011 and it was like a stone had
fallen from my shoulders. I’m a bit fresher, and
more motivated and having Stephan with me
means that I like the training.

Is it nice to think about the ‘next step’ and
finally being able to get better? In the past it
has always seemed like a process of recovery
for you. Now you can look onwards…
It is quite funny how the body works. It is almost like it doesn’t have a limit. You think you
find a threshold but then you go over it. This is
happening with me at the moment. I get to a
point when I think ‘I cannot do any more’ and
was tired every day but then find I am able to
push on. December was really tough with training but now everything feels easy. My cycling
has improved so much and I could keep my
momentum and rhythm much more on the
bike with my motos. So there is still work to be
done.

You had very good reasons to take that approach…but it is also kinda boring! I’m sure
you, as well as your fans, must have thought
sometimes ‘go on, go for it’…then again being
third in the world is something to really appreciate…
It is a bit boring, like you say, and when you are
a racer you just want to keep going forward and
catch the next guy but you also need to know
when to take a lower gear and make it to the
finish line. When you think about the other side
of it – the risk and the crash – then it beats going to the hospital!

If I look at your career then 2011 was special
– your breakthrough – but then you almost
seemed to fade away. There were podium appearances and some good rides but I’m sure
people were thinking ‘what can this guy really
do?’…The story is not finished…
[smiles] When everything was going to shit then
people start to forget you; I think this is normal
and seems to happen everywhere but there
were so many problems after 2011 with inju-

In review, 2015 was a year of consolidation and
you were solid if not spectacular…
The main thing was consistency. I could have
pushed hard sometimes and taken more risks
to maybe have third instead of fourth or even
win the moto but I was looking at the risks and
the possibilities of crashing and not scoring
points.

So after re-establishing yourself in 2015 can
you perhaps charge harder in 2016?
To be honest I have been thinking about this. In
practice I feel so good that I want to twist the
throttle even harder but that careful side of me
is there. I finish a good moto anyway and think
‘no mistakes, no crash and good speed. I feel
like I’ve improved’. If I’m not on the floor then
I am getting faster and improving. I get a bit
down sometimes because there are two parts of
me: the calm side and the one on fire! I want to
go crazy and push for that better time but then
I also think ‘take it easy, the season is long’.
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what is he wearing?
Accustomed to light, agile, resistant and
breathable materials in his day-job with HRC,
Bobby hits the roads with Fox’s Le Savant
cycling gear. The Honda athlete competes
head-to-toe in Fox’s innovative Flexair technology (TruDri material) that is a true compliment to the rider’s physique and demands on
the motorcycle, not forgetting the V4 carbon
helmet and Instinct boots. For lifestyle and
outdoor pursuits (like mountain-bike, BMX,
surf) Fox have a vast amount of choice – as
you’d expect from one of the premium apparel and safety brands on the market. Bobby’s
Le Savant jersey and pants (in Flo yellow or
Blue) are made of premium Italian fabrics
with wicking yarns, have rear pockets with a
zip stash pocket, silicone grip elastic at rear
hem, optics wipe at inside hem, an audio cord
port and a reflective media loop and logo at
sleeve. Expect to pay around 200 pounds for
the set and Fox also have more Cross-Country
cycling products with their Livewire garments.
Click on the link to see more

“In 2015 I wanted to use the ‘devil bobryshev’
but I was not race fit, so it was better to
reach the end...”
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This season maybe you can engage the crazy
guy in the first couple of laps of the motos…
Ha! Sure. Last year I was too slow at the beginning of the races and many people made a lot
of time on me. I have been working with Stephan on this and it is coming. I will be there in
the beginning this season.
Last year you were viewed by many as the ‘B
rider’, HRC treated you and Gautier Paulin as
equal but Paulin was seen as the big money
signing. You almost ended up out-shining
him. Do you feel that view of you will shift for
2016?
It is a bit of a shame for me to see it like that.
I have been racing for many years for Honda
and have had many teammates. Honda put
lots of things on the table for Gautier…[pauses] maybe they did not expect that our results
would turn out like this in the end. I don’t want
to speculate too much on what could happen
in the future. Gautier is a strong rider and a
good teammate but he has ups and downs; he
can win one race and finish eighth in the next
one and I don’t understand how this works but
the competition is strong and it depends a lot
on the start.
In Paulin’s case he was not complaining about
the bike but it seemed he wanted more from
the set-up. You didn’t seem to have that trouble or any issues. Or if you did it wasn’t obvious…
In Honda we all work together, all the Japanese
crew and every month we look at development.
We make reports, analysis and work hard on
any weakpoints. It has been a few years for
me now in this team and some years we had
a prototype model that was a bit tough to race
with but it is not right to complain. You have to
work hard on your machine to make it better.
I have a lot of engineers in Japan behind me
also pushing hard. I think we ‘missed’ a bit
at the beginning of 2015 because we’d been
working a lot on the engine and overall had a
slight step back. From the middle of the season it got better. Now I think we will be ready
to go from the start.

Will you be on the brand new CRFs?
I don’t think so. I think it will be 80% of what
we had last year but with the improvements for
the coming season.

What about electronics on the bike? What’s
your feeling and view on that? Especially being an HRC rider since 2011…
Oh yeah! It feels like we have a lot of systems
and measurements, GPS and whatever. I came
into MXGP in 2010 and from then-to-now and
when HRC really stepped back into motocross
it was a big step. Suddenly the team was full
of laptops and in the beginning I was struggling to understand the impact of it all; there
was so much information. It is so handy for
self analysis though: the clutch setting, reducing the gearing, sprockets, timing and where
you are losing tenths of a second each lap. For
the start we have launch control…it is another
level! After every race I sit down and think
about where I can improve and this data is
very helpful.
Speaking with Stephan he said another step
you need to make is to become a bit more
selfish and aggressive. You are widely known
as one of the nicest guys in the championshipYou mean on the track or in the paddock?

Certainly in the paddock! If you look at the
title contenders of recent years – Philippaerts,
Cairoli, Desalle, Paulin – then these guys have
two sides to their character…
I think I am friendly but, hmmm how best to
explain? I think I am a rider who is clean and
gives respect…but I don’t give that much that
I’ll let someone pass. I’ll also put a rider wide
into a corner [if needs be]…but not dirty someone like Desalle does. It does not have to be
like that. We have to have respect because this
is a dangerous sport. We already have enough
injuries. I don’t think I am known for going crazy and wiping people out. However if someone
is going to give it to me then they can expect it
back. There are some riders who do not have
any respect at all.
You talked earlier of doing some AMA Pro
Nationals. Is that because of your experience
and time here in the States or is it a long-term
goal…?
When I was riding 85s I came here quite often
actually. I always wanted to come here from
the time I was fourteen but my racing took off
in Europe. Now it depends on how everything
goes. Supercross is so important here and I did
a lot in Russia on the 85s and also some races
in 2011 but you really need to dedicate time
to it in order to get better. I like the American
lifestyle and mentality. It feels similar in Russia.
I don’t know what will happen in the future but
I’d like the chance to try. I’d need a team to be
behind me because to come here and attempt
supercross and motocross on your own is impossible. American Honda has been such a big
help while we have been here currently.
How do you feel about MXGP right now?
Right now I would say a weak point of the series is the amount of classes at a Grand Prix.
So many are run in a day. OK, Youthstream
want to make the sport more popular, but my
opinion is that MXGP and MX2 needs to be
more exclusive. Everything is just thrown together at the moment – 150, 125, Women, Veterans – it’s a mess in the paddock. You almost
need to arrive on Wednesday to get parked and
the Youthstream paddock staff are a big help
there. The tracks also get rough and danger-

ous because so many different and weird lines
are being made. Our class is intense and any
tiny slip of concentration means you can get
a big kick from a take-off. If it is one or two
classes more thank just MXGP and MX2 then it
is nice to see the kids and give some tips but
any more is crazy. I’m looking forward to the
start of the season and the trip east – Qatar
and Thailand – is really nice. I like seeing these
different cultures. Argentina also – it is a long
flight – but nice to go there and see different
fans.
You are training with Stephan now and looking
for better in 2016 but will it be a big ask to go
for second or first in the championship?
It’s true that it’s a big step to make. I have been
working with Stephan in the past a bit but now
I have decided to step-it-up because I like the
way he trains. I think I am a bit special because
I need an easy, calm guy to push me along and
he does that. I think we have improved a lot
compared to last year. We have been training
daily since November and have been in the U.S.
for two months. We ride in the morning and
cycle in the afternoons. It has been tough but it
was what I needed. For sure it is not easy to get
to the top but you have to believe in yourself
and trust your trainer and your team. You need
a plan for the races and the weekend because
the season is long.
That’s what Romain Febvre seemed to do. He
had the package…
His potential grew so fast from the middle of
the season. It was hard to stay with him. On
the hard-pack he had that drifting style that
seemed to help so much. I was surprised. I like
the guy. He’s a nice smiley person in the paddock. Everybody thought he was going to crash
because it seemed like he was out of control…
but he won the championship so who cares!
Maybe he was in control or out of control but
perhaps that ‘devil Bobryshev’ needs to surface a bit more to beat him…
True! In 2015 I wanted to use the devil but I
was not race fit, so it was better to reach the
end. Everything went right so I could not complain.
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The trainer: Stephan Nüsser
The sport scientist and advocator of the Sportfasten regime is no stranger at all to the physical, mental and scientific prep of premier level
motocross athletes. Collaborating with a racer
full-time once again we asked the German for
his take on the programme with Bobryshev
and whether he found a willing ‘subject’…
What kind of work are you doing with Bobby?
Did you need to make a breakdown of what he
needed and where he was going wrong?
That is always the starting point for a new
season. We analysed the problems and the
weaknesses he had in the races such as areas
of riding fitness and some riding technique
aspects. We are putting a lot of emphasis on
starts at the moment, as this is such a crucial part of the race and hadn’t been getting
as much attention as it should be. Physically
we have done different performance tests,

strength and flexibility tests to make a profile
and to know where we wanted to work while
here in the U.S. Beside the riding fitness and
technique we have had endurance, strength
and other targets to hit.
If you ask any MXGP fan about Evgeny Bobryshev then they might have an image of him
as a clichéd strong and powerful Russian who
never gives up and is tough. Is that what you
found or an athlete that needed more conditioning?
Most riders who look really fit and have that
super-strong and fighting ‘aura’ don’t actually have a high quality of strength. I ask for
quite simple exercises on a gymnastic ball
and hardly find a rider that can do it properly.
It is not just about lifting a weight. It is about
controlled and defined movements and there
Bobby had a few weaknesses.

How has it been working with him? He is not
a young rider or one that is learning about the
game at the top level. He has won Grands Prix,
taken many podiums and finished third in the
world and is a factory HRC rider. What has the
experience been like?
To be honest I prefer working with aged riders.
From my experience riders need to have reached
their mid-twenties to have gathered the knowledge
and experience themselves to know what it takes
to be a champion. I think if the rider is a bit more
mature they start to appreciate what they need to
be successful. It is about looking at the whole puzzle and seeing where a piece is missing and making the whole thing as good as it can be.
But is also more difficult to make those guys take
on-board what you are saying because they know
what works and what doesn’t and their own bodies pretty well…

If they are open to it then they also appreciate to
go down a new route and try new things. A reason
why riders don’t improve is because they are stuck
in the old routine, doing the same exercises and
the same volume. If you just repeat your training
then there is no new impact on the body to force
it to improve and reach the next level.
What about the mental side? Does Bobby have
work to do to be able to take on the likes of Desalle, Paulin, Cairoli and Febvre?
He has the desire and the willpower to win…but
he is maybe a little bit too friendly! He is a very
friendly, honest and polite person and sometimes
to win you need to be selfish, and maybe he is
missing a bit of that.
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Did you think he would know more about his
overall conditioning and preparation by this
point in his career?
Hmmm, this was maybe a little bit of the problem. We had contact and started in small ways
about three years ago but Paolo Martin [former
HRC team manager] wanted to control him and
where he was training and what he was doing. Bobby was a bit up-and-down in terms of
who to listen to. In the end he followed Paolo’s
ideas and strategy for training and perhaps
wasn’t strong enough to say ‘no’ to that option
and ‘I’ll go this way’ with a Pro trainer. He was
loyal to the team and what they wanted.
Can you compare him to some of the athletes
you work with?
A big difference to the likes of Josh or Coops
is that they really enjoyed the physical training.
Nowadays riders seem to see physical training
as a ‘have to do’ and don’t enjoy it so much.
Why is that?
Good question. I’ve had experiences with
younger riders where they simply do not enjoy
or want to embrace it. They did not want to put
the work in. They want to ride and enjoy the
lifestyle but don’t see the overall requirements
for being a champion.
Evgeny has said that you’re pushing him hard.
He has obviously been in pretty good shape
before but will MXGP spectators see a different 777 this season?
Actually already in the time we have been here
in the U.S. I have seen a huge improvement.
He is doing exercises in the gym that he could
not do four weeks ago. He has such a lot of
potential to improve physically that this is just
the start if he maintains the regime and workload.
What about this Sport Fasten programme you
advocate? What is the purpose and goal of
this plan?
Sport Fasten is a ten-day programme where
your body learns to switch from mainly sugar
consumption to burning fat. It has origins in
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high-performance sport, ice-skating in Holland,
and is developed by one of the top trainers in
the Netherlands. It is quite simple. You have
three days of tapering down your energy intake. Then three days of partial fasting – three
portions of juice for the right calories and sugar and then the last four days are about building-up again. Every day you do thirty minutes
of mid-intense endurance training. Through
the energy restriction of the nutrition and the
energy consumption of the exercises you force
the body to get the energy from another resource. I was a bit sceptical in the beginning
because there are so many sports diets but
then I read some positive articles about it and
set up a meeting with the developer who had
a good scientific and physiologic background.
It all made sense and I made a research programme in Germany with fifteen people. We
did a performance test before and then after
Sportfasten and the increase was surprising.
In terms of spirometric and lactate tests there
were improvements of 15% on average after
those ten days. It is a solution for improving
your performance that works and the positive
effect is that you can lose between four and six
kilos and if you maintain the low-carb aspect
of it then you also maintain the weight. I’ve
had quite a few top-class triathletes doing it
in preparation for Iron-Mans and have supergood feedback.
How do you personalise that?
The supplements and the exercise programme
are the same, what we do individually is the
training intensity and it can be tough doing
that every day without nutrition so you need a
coach to be by your side to be supportive, give
advice and sometimes tweak the programme
so that the customer goes through it OK.
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